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 7:02  PRO Gnosticman Good evening all, Loralilah and gnosticman 
 7:03  Lost_horizon Hello, everyone 
 7:03  PRO Puzzletricks Hi everyone 
 7:03  Melissalorca Good evening all 
 7:03  Silverdale Good evening One & All! 
 7:04  Hawklady hello all 
 7:06  PRO Markroche Good evening campers 
 7:10  Hawklady is everyone running late? 
 7:10  Silverdale Seems that way - Hawk ... 
 7:11  PRO Markroche 'Tis a consummation Devoutly to be wished. To die, to sleep,To sleep, 

perchance to Dream; Aye, there's the rub,For in that sleep of death, what dreams may come, 
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, Must give us pause. 

 7:11  Melissalorca Beautiful. Thank you Mark. 
 7:12  Simmontemplar Hello dear All ! 
 7:12  Melissalorca Hello Simmon! 
 7:12  Silverdale Hi Simmon! 
 7:13  Simmontemplar Hi Meli !! , Silver !! great to see you 
 7:13  Hawklady Simmon  
 7:13  Melissalorca You make me smile, Simmon! 
 7:15  PRO Markroche written by Mel Brooks for his movie To Be or Not To Be  
 7:15  Melissalorca  
 7:15  Simmontemplar Hey Hawk L...always on target !! 
 7:16  Silverdale Thanks Mark ... I wll read for the benefit of all ... 
 7:16  108repetitions how are you going to keep under control fascinated by h? 

inevitable mathematically I'm not sure talk 

perception and macro level difference? 

they are just my thoughts contracting and expanding? lets talk 

subjective it is only in your scale think but you will lose the sense round 

 7:26  Winnipeg9 as below forming habits that lead to conscious life 
so above habits survive 

 7:27  108repetitions attacks your own aura and will understand 4 dimension without me 
visible habits They are only for display false habits alchemical fire speaks 

no distortions your perception vision deadhthe real world 

 7:31  Hawklady that is really good winnipeg9 
 7:31  Lost_horizon "by Mel Brooks"... lol 

Thanks, Silverdale 

 7:32  Silverdale Good alert system - 



 7:32  PRO Markroche I was joking about the Mel Brooks part, though he did make a movie called To 
Be or Not To Be  

 7:32  Lost_horizon 108repetitions - would you like your comments read? 
 7:33  108repetitions builds a planetary scheme with your personal vanity identify yourself yourself 

lost horizont no fuel to transfer that horizon? 

open wide in the laberynthand looking that is love 

emotions do not you feel 

I can not be god but this time I can feel this moment 

 7:39  Simmontemplar Yes We did it with Path W and Tom 
 7:40  108repetitions what   size is your reality? 

you thinq i can? 

do not talk of chronic it's just what I hear 

im here but i m not perfect 

do not make me feel alonewhen you go out abouth your aura 7 

 7:45  Winnipeg9 yes, but not monkey boy emotions. A confront with the higher means you are gone 
but your impartial attention has persisted 

 7:46  108repetitions what dream you are ralkiing please i am friend 
do not make me feel only when you go out your aura 

if you wake there will be no sleep but you can not return the same dream I'm not to blame 

when expands the vision Might see all dreams but when contract... 

nothing and you will need some dream , i will can not help ypu 

sorry 

the game fair means lose your game respects my teaching but will become in another 

 7:55  Hawklady june 4th 
 7:55  Winnipeg9 the dream that phenomena is real. that dream must die. Perhaps I can dream the 

dream of working for the work then dream the dream that I am working in the work 
 7:56  108repetitions is real in phenomena body egos die and reborn in that body,faster a thought 
 7:57  Winnipeg9 I am speaking to 108 
 7:57  108repetitions so far 
 7:58  MOD  Jinjerrojjers Just so folks know, in the ashram there is a group of avatars doing the full 

reading for Neville together. 
 7:58  Gapalz I shifted readings for Nev from the ABD to the Guidebook during the chamber of 

transition, right before chamber 9. feeling better contact now, lighter 
 7:59  Hawklady what day/time do you all read for him? 
 7:59  MOD  Jinjerrojjers 3:30 am and 3:00 pm 
 8:00  Gapalz usually for me 8 am and 9 pm 
 8:00  Hawklady thanks 
 8:00  MOD  Jinjerrojjers are the times in the ashram 
 8:00  108repetitions I feel falsity abouth  all subjectivebut not abouthTeachers on here 
 8:00  MOD  Jinjerrojjers tomorrow will be the 13th chamber 
 8:01  Gapalz i am later 



 8:01  MOD  Jinjerrojjers yes 
 8:02  Hawklady thank you everyone, many blessings to all 
 8:02  Lost_horizon Thank you all 
 8:02  MOD  Jinjerrojjers  
 8:02  Lost_horizon Goodnight 
 8:02  Gapalz thanks all 
 8:02  Melissalorca Thank you all! Good night 
 8:02  MOD  Jinjerrojjers Wonderful 
 8:03  Simmontemplar Thanks to you H.Lady ! 
 8:03  Silverdale Good night everyone! 
 8:03  Lornaallan bye 
 8:04  MOD  Jinjerrojjers We have over 100 years of worklife experience as our hosts--beautiful. 

 


